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1

The Challenge
As the revenues from voice and Internet data services are plateauing, operators are looking
for new market opportunities such as Internet of Things (IoT), enhanced Mobile Broadband
(eMBB), Ultra-reliable Low Latency Communication (UrLLC), Immersive reality, and others, to
drive the next phase of revenue growth and the evolution to 5G.
Soon, wireless networks will have billions of connected devices generating massive amounts
of signaling traffic, extremely diverse types of applications and corresponding network
requirements.
A consolidated mobile network industry has resulted in a monolithic vendor approach that
has resulted in a lack of innovation and in a staggered deployment scenario where operators
will be locked into a vendor’s roadmap.

2

The Opportunity
5G creates the opportunity for operators to become more successful if they make the network
a platform. If the network becomes a platform, operators can leverage open interfaces, other
developers, and other applications as 5G unlocks new verticals across several industries.
Carriers will have access to other ecosystem players who will be able to add value by writing
applications on the new 5G platform. Private 5G networks also require a new architecture
enabling new economics and programmability of the network and being able to attach this
application layer on top of the network.

3

The Solution – Open Virtualized RAN (Open vRAN)
To address industry trends, Altiostar has developed Open virtualized RAN (Open vRAN),
an open software platform with open interfaces that can be executed on Commercial Off The
Shelf (COTS) hardware platforms.
The Altiostar common software platform supports technologies that include 5G NR, LTEAdvanced, Massive MIMO, Internet of Things (IoT), Coordinated multipoint, Heterogeneous
Network (Hetnet), Network Functions Virtualization (NFV), Orchestration, and others. Using this
platform, the mobile operator is provided flexibility, performance, and scalability at significant
TCO savings to deploy a variety of different networks.
The Altiostar Open vRAN solution is a step towards realization of a true 5G vision. Software
programmability of bearers as per use case is required to create 5G network slices. Moreover,
requirements such as ultra-low latency data path can be achieved with intelligent offload of
selected bearers right near the radio head. These are made possible with Open vRAN today.
Internet of Things and the use cases of various IoT verticals will require massive scalability in
the control plane. These diverse requirements necessitate the use of web-scale hardware and
software platforms for the RAN, which is what Open vRAN provides.
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Figure 1: Open vRAN model

3.1 What does Open vRAN Mean?
Altiostar’s Open vRAN solution provides open and standards compliant interfaces (3GPP and
O-RAN) and is virtualized to run on general purpose COTS hardware. Running a RAN on COTS
hardware commoditizes the hardware and brings down capital expenditures due to economies
of scale. Meanwhile, open interfaces allow interoperability and programmability of the RAN.
Altiostar was the first vendor to demonstrate commercial scale integration of 5G baseband
running in general purpose hardware with an O-RAN compliant Radio Unit using an open interface.

3.2 How open vRAN transforms traditional models?

Figure 2: Benefits of Open vRAN
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Agility
In traditional RAN solutions, introduction of new features takes months due to tight coupling
between hardware and software.  On the other hand, cycle time for introduction of new
features in software takes a much shorter time, reducing time to market through CI/CD and
Agile Software development.  To increase innovation velocity and agility, there is the need to
transition the RAN from a traditional hardware-centric design to a software-intensive design,
with RAN functions implemented in software.

Flexibility
In an Open vRAN model, hardware is disaggregated from software with open interfaces.  
Standardized commodity hardware can then be independently procured and upgraded to take
advantage of Moore’s Law.

Programmability
Open vRAN allows a new level of programmability in 5G networks, allowing mobile operators to
open new network applications and services to third-party developers to create new use cases.
This is enabled with standardized Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) on the new Open
vRAN architecture for 5G. With open APIs, a new wave of innovation in wireless network is possible.

Scalability
Standardized hardware can be shared across multiple workloads, increasing utilization through
statistical multiplexing gains. This results in a significant reduction in Capex and increased
scale in the network.

Resiliency
In Open vRAN, application loads for single cell sites can be distributed across multiple Virtual
Network Functions (VNFs) providing much better resiliency in the event of failure of a single VNF.

Automation
The use of open source cloud platforms with open APIs in Network Functions Virtualization
(NFV) brings a high degree of operational automation including auto-provisioning, resiliency
against failures, etc., thereby reducing Opex. As baseband functions are deployed as VNFs,
it is possible to automate various operational tasks such as new cell site integration (autocommissioning), detection and automated recovery from failures (self-healing), further
minimizing the Opex.

Security
As the Altiostar Open vRAN solutions, including both the Distributed Unit (DU) and Central
Unit (CU), runs on COTS general purpose hardware, it enjoys the benefit of using best-in-class
general purpose processors that address the latest known security vulnerabilities. General
purpose processors also receive up to date security patches from the OS and NFVI vendors.
The Altiostar Open vRAN solution supports all the 3GPP and O-RAN Alliance standard security
mechanisms. Additional details on security standards can be found in Section 7 of this document.

5
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3.3 Services Expertise
With disaggregation of the software from the hardware, a multi-vendor approach is the
accepted norm for Open vRAN deployments. The biggest question in the operator’s mind
is what is the glue holding everything together?
Altiostar provides the glue that binds various components of the disaggregated RAN together
by acting as a consultant to the operator. Altiostar has built significant expertise in software
and hardware domains and executes post deployment with the customer by providing L1/L2/L3
expertise locally.
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3.4 TCO Benefits

Altiostar performed a study to identify Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) benefits of an Open vRAN
3.4 TCO
Benefits
network
against
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NR deployment
a traditional RAN were most prevalent when it came to the diversity of the supply chain and
over 30,000 sites and over a 10-year period. When all the benefits of Open vRAN, including
the reusability of hardware.  

agility, flexibility, openness, using COTS hardware and automation, are factored in, the
savings over a traditional RAN were most prevalent when it came to the diversity of the
supply chain and the reusability of hardware.
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Figure 4: Open vRAN TCO Savings
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Open vRAN Solution description
Altiostar’s Open vRAN 5G solution consists of gNB virtual Centralized Unit (vCU), gNB virtual
Distributed Unit (vDU), virtual EMS (vEMS), 3rd party O-RAN compliant Radio Units (O-RU),
and antennas.
The vCU for 5G is split into vCU user plane and vCU control plane, according to 3GPP and O-RAN
specifications, adding even more flexibility in deployment. The solutions for 4G and 5G can run
on a COTS server on a virtualized platform independent from the underlying hardware. Finally,
vCU and vDU can interface to a radio according to the O-RAN specifications, allowing the
operator to choose best-of-breed hardware both for servers and radio units.

Figure 5: Open vRAN Architecture
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Altiostar’s solution, based on 3GPP option-2 and O-RAN option 7.2x split 5G protocol stack
can be flexibly deployed as a set of CNFs to meet evolving 5G deployment scenarios.
The multiple deployment scenarios indicating the various splits are illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Flexible Open RAN Architecture
The implementation of CUPS architecture allows control plane and user plane traffic on CU
to be scaled independently. Programmability is supported through the support of APIs at vCU
and vDU as indicated in the diagram below.

Figure 7: Disaggregated and Open vRAN with C/U Plane Split
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Altiostar will be developing its own near real time RIC platform as well as X-Apps. Additionally,
Altiostar will also support 3rd party RAN Intelligent Controllers (RICs) with the following
functions supported from the RIC:
• Traffic steering (including mobility load balancing, inter frequency load balancing,
EN-DC split ratio guidance)
• Radio channel resource optimization and resource allocation strategies (e.g. PUCCH,
PUSCH, PDCCH, PDSCH, etc.)
• Slice QoS monitoring and enforcement

Figure 8: Altiostar Support for 3rd Party RICs

5

Commercial Readiness, Standards Support and
Ecosystem Development
Altiostar has invested $300M+ in software development and QA to bring to market a
commercial-grade Open vRAN product. The entire solution has undergone extensive testing
and hardening in the field. Altiostar is the only vRAN solution provider with multiple
commercial deployments across the globe, with tens of thousands of macro radios in the
field and supporting millions of subscribers. Several other greenfield and brownfield trials
and commercial deployments are in process.
Altiostar has partnered with vendors across infrastructure, radios, and core solutions to help
further the ecosystem development.

9
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• Altiostar has completed Interoperability with all major vendors for 3GPP standardized
(Open) interfaces like S1/X2.
• Altiostar’s solution has the capability to integrate with 3rd party radios over CPRI/e-CPRI
and off-the-shelf compute servers.

Standards Support
Altiostar has a strong presence and commitment towards various standard bodies and
associations. The motivation is to bring the latest discussions in standards to software
development teams and align our product roadmap accordingly. These include representation
in the following organizations.

Deployment models and use cases
Altiostar’s virtual software components for eNB/gNB can be flexibly deployed to meet the use
case requirements and transport capabilities of any operator’s network.  These deployment
models range from a pure data center type model, with vCU and vDU deployed in an Edge
cloud server cluster, to having the vCU/vDU functions deployed at the cell site. Deployment of
these functions can be done in a hybrid manner, leveraging data center resources where fiber
is ubiquitous in the network, e.g., cities and urban areas, while supporting wireless transport
capabilities to target remote or rural areas.  
Many traditional server manufacturers are embracing the demand for compute resources at
the Edge or “Far Edge” to enable the extension of edge clouds all the way to the cell site itself.  

Figure 9: Open vRAN Deployment Models

10 © Copyright 2021, Altiostar. All rights reserved.

6

RU Partner Ecosystem
Altiostar has worked to integrate its Open vRAN software solution with an ecosystem of radio
partners. CPRI interworking has been enabled by transparent opening and documentation
of interfaces. Adoption of new radios and partners is accelerated with the advent of open
standard interfaces for radio integration, including support for ORAN 7-2x interfaces.  
Additionally, Altiostar vCU can interwork with Option 2 enabled radios with built-in SoC
or x86 based DU from industry leaders.
The growing list of radio partners in Altiostar’s RU ecosystem is outlined below.

7

• Airspan

• MTU

• Blue Danube

• NEC

• Comba

• Nokia

• Flex

• Qualcomm

• Fujitsu

• Sercomm

• KMW

• Ubicquia

• MTI Mobile

• Xilinx

Hardware Partner Ecosystem
Altiostar has worked to integrate its Open vRAN software solution with an ecosystem of COTS
hardware partners. Running a RAN on general purpose hardware brings down the cost of
deployment due to economies of scale. Meanwhile, open interfaces promote interoperability
and programmability of the RAN. Hardware partners include:
• Avantech

• Nvidia

• Dell

• QCT

• HPE

• Qualcomm

• Intel

• Supermicro

• Kontron

8

Core/OSS/SDN/SON Ecosystem
Altiostar has worked to integrate its Open vRAN software solution with an ecosystem of packet
core, OSS, SDN and SON providers.  Partners include:

11

• Affirmed Networks

• InnoEye

• Cisco

• Netcracker

• Fujitsu

• Netscout Systems
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Virtualization / Container Partner Ecosystem
Altiostar’s virtualized and containerized CU and DU are integrated with the following
virtualization platform partners:
• Cisco

• Rakuten Communications Platform

• IBM/Red Hat

• Robin.io

• Public cloud platforms

• VMware

10 Security of Open vRAN
As the Altiostar open virtualized RAN solutions (DU and CU) run on COTS general purpose
hardware, it enjoys the benefit of using best-in-class general purpose processors that address
the latest known security vulnerabilities. General purpose processors also receive up to date
security patches from the OS and NFVI vendors.
For all 3GPP and O-RAN interfaces, the Altiostar Open vRAN solution supports the 3GPP and
O-RAN standard security mechanisms. Altiostar vDU and vCU are compliant with the following
security standards:
• 3GPP TS 33.501, TS 33.210 and TS 33.310
• IETF RFC 4301
• IETF RFC 4306, 7296
• IETF RFC 4303
• IETF RFC 5246 (TLS 1.2)
The following common security risks are addressed by using IPsec and certificate-based
authentications for interface security:
• Eavesdropping
• Spoofing
• Replay attacks
• Denial of service attacks by unauthenticated and unauthorized entities
• Man in the middle attack
For interface security, Altiostar supports IPSec for F1, E1, X2, S1, N3, NG-C (N2) and Xn interfaces.
Management plane interface uses NETCONF over SSH/TLS.
The following security protocols are supported:
• IKEv2
• IPSec with AES-128-GCM/AES-256-GCM AEAD algorithms
• PDCP with NEA0, NEA1, NEA2 and NEA3 encryption algorithms (NEA2 meets near line rate
throughput and is recommended for efficiency)
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• NIA0, NIA1, NIA2 and NIA3 integrity protection algorithms
• SHA1 and SHA256 for IPSec integrity protection
• TLS1.2
• FTPS / SFTP for file transfer

11 Open vRAN Use Cases
Altiostar Open vRAN supports a number of use cases providing new revenue opportunities
for operators.

11.1 Greenfield Deployments

• Operator has a blank slate to plan LTE and 5G networks deployed using Open vRAN
• Removes challenges of integrating with legacy nodes/elements
• The software-enabled network simplifies expansions and makes it easy for operators
with greenfield networks to scale their new networks with lower TCO

11.2 Open vRAN Brownfield Model – Geographically Clustered

• Operator carves out geography in LTE and 5G bands to deploy Open vRAN
• Removes dependencies on current vendors in network
• Open vRAN vendor provides network integration of baseband software to third party RRUs

13 © Copyright 2021, Altiostar. All rights reserved.
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11.4 Open vRAN Venue Deployment Model
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11.5 Open vRAN CBRS Deployment Model
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12 Summary
Today’s mobile networks are undergoing a profound transformation, as wireless operators
make the dramatic leap to 5G and its associated benefits.
Gone are the days where an operator was limited in its choice of RAN provider. The industry is
shifting from the proprietary systems of legacy industry vendors to an open architecture and
virtualized systems that are based on software from companies like Altiostar, running on offthe-shelf, general-purpose servers and utilizing radios with open interfaces.
The Altiostar Open vRAN solution disaggregates the hardware from the software to allow the
mobile network operator to pick and choose each aspect of the network from a different
vendor, if desired.  In the end, this leads to significant capital and operational savings for the
operator, while enabling them to accelerate revenue generation through rapid deployment of
new services.
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About Altiostar
Based in the U.S., Altiostar provides 4G and 5G open virtualized RAN (Open vRAN)
software that supports open interfaces and virtualizes the baseband unit to build
a disaggregated multi-vendor, web-scale, cloud-based mobile network. Operators
can add intelligence, quickly adapt the network for different services and automate
operations to rapidly scale the network and reduce Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).
Altiostar collaborates with a growing ecosystem of partners to support a diverse Open
RAN supply chain. The Altiostar Open vRAN solution has been deployed globally,
including the world’s first cloud-native commercial-scale mobile network with Rakuten
Mobile in Japan.
200 Ames Pond Drive | Tewksbury, MA 01876 | Office: 855.709.0701
www.altiostar.com | info@altiostar.com
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